
With over 100 Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design Accredited Professionals (LEED APs and GAs) 
on staff, sustainable design weaves through all Langan services. Our diverse portfolio of intelligent site planning, 
design, and engineering coupled with our brownfield and site remediation expertise places us at the forefront of 
the sustainable design movement. Langan has been an instrumental player on dozens of LEED and sustainable 
design projects. Our expertise allows us to make significant contributions in developing sustainable sites with an 
emphasis on stormwater management, low impact landscapes, brownfield redevelopment, sustainable remediation, 
materials recycling, energy conservation, and renewable energy design. Langan's technical services involve best 
practices that lead to a sustainable future. We believe that individuals and organizations will thrive in a future built 
on the principles of sustainability. We are committed to helping build that future through our technical expertise in 
sustainable matters, as well as our internal operations and corporate environmental stewardship. 

To support Langan's corporate sustainability vision, we are setting measurable goals that correspond with our 
company's core values and the three pillars of sustainability: financial, environmental, and social. We pursue 
excellence in everything we do; our other core values and corresponding sustainability goals include: 

Commitment to our clients' success 

- Pursue strategic growth in core business areas

and expand sustainability services

- Establish a Langan "Sustainability Project

of the Year"

- Develop and launch a carbon calculator

template for projects

Knowledge to benefit ourselves and 

our clients 

- Expand "green" and paperless office practices

- Increase Green Team participation in each office

- New office space will be designed to maximize

sustainability and mobility

- Increased employee incentives for using

alternative means to commute, and have

implemented a flexible work schedule

Opportunity for career growth, 

entrepreneurial spirit, and teamwork 

- Enhance sustainability-focused in-house

training and provide continual staff development

opportunities related to sustainable design and

engineering practices

- Maintain continuing education credentials

- Add sustainability topics as agenda items

at corporate and staff meetings

Citizenship through the contribution of our 

time, skills and knowledge to foster positive 
change 

- Cultivate and support a spirit of volunteerism

focused on supporting sustainability

organizations

- Internal office sustainability incentive and

challenge programs

- Develop programs and support staff efforts to

educate the general public about sustainability

We have set baselines for these goals and are measuring progress annually to evaluate our progress, adjust our 
goals and raise the bar. 

See some of our our sustainable related projects here. Please ask us how we can help your company and projects 
reach an elevated level of sustainability. 
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